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Notes on Social/Emotional 
Development 

● Covid has changed some of the ages of the 
developmental milestones

● Normal for kids to have many ups and down during 
the day - especially during high-stress periods

● As they get older, friendships become more important 
and parents become less so

● Anxiety is normal and healthy in many situations! 



Types of Anxiety
*Concern around these happens when they start to 

interfere with daily functioning

Seen more in 
younger kids, but 
with covid and 
quarantines, seeing 
this in some older 
kids as well. 

Performance

Anxiety about an 
upcoming test, 
project or 
performance. 

Transitional
Starting a new school or new 
division, graduating high 
school (going through the 
college process can prompt 
this as well)

Separation



Friendships and Social 
Media



Common Sense Media
Coping with COVID-19: How Young People Use Digital Media to 

Manage Their Mental Health

Social Media has provided:

Connectivity Digital Health 
Resources

Self-Expression



Common Sense Media
Coping with COVID-19: How Young People Use Digital Media to 

Manage Their Mental Health

Depressive Symptoms have increased

Exposure to hate speech on social media is up

Young people with moderate to severe depressive symptoms use 
social media more than their peers



Messages we’re sending to 
our kids...



When we save kids from 
experiencing hard things: 

• Our intent is to help our kids 
because it hurts us to see them 
hurt

• Intent aside, the message this 
sends to them is that we don’t 
think they can do it



“That happened to me when 
I was your age” or “I’ve been 
exactly where you are”: 

• Our intent is to connect and let 
our kids know we understand

• Intent aside, kids often feel 
less understood or like their 
challenging thoughts/behavior 
is reinforced



“How did you do on that 
test?”: 

• Okay in moderation, especially 
if they were worried about it.

• If all we ask about is 
grades/performance, we’re 
sending them a message that 
that’s all we care about.



“Social media is evil and you 
should avoid it” 

• Our intent is to protect them 
from the negative stories we’ve 
seen around social media

• Reinforces to them that we are 
out of touch 



How do we help?



Tips
- Stress and anxiety are not bad words
- The kids are always watching and we are always modelling 
- Regular sleep!!!
- Watch for overscheduling 
- Encourage healthy risk taking- try new things individually 

and as a family! 
- Reframe the response- ask open ended questions and 

practice your poker face! 
- Start a family break time (walking the dog together)
- Curfew for working/technology 
- Family dinners 



Tips
- No work weekends/ Saturdays 
- Prioritizing family and friendships in healthy ways - getting 

together with people who help and support you and make you feel 
good

- Show unconditional love and support - can be disappointed with 
the behavior and still love the child (“bad girl” vs. “bad choice”)

- Help your student set their own boundaries and make you the bad 
guy if needed 

- Play out the “what ifs” and normalize feeling anxious about 
certain things

- Both/and vs. either/or - progress not perfection



Parent Resources-Books
Under Pressure: Confronting the Epidemic of Stress and 
Anxiety in Girls by Lisa Damour

Screenwise: Helping Kids Thrive (and Survive) in their 
Digital World by Devorah Heitner, Ph.D

The Big Disconnect by Catherine Steiner-Adair, Ed.D

iGen: Why Today’s Super-Connected Kids are growing Up 
Less Rebellious, More Tolerant, Less Happy, and 
Completely Unprepared for Adulthood By Jean Twenge, 
Ph.D



Parent Resources-Articles
Common Sense Media Report: Fact sheet: The coronavirus, 
depression, and social media use among U.S. teens and young 
adults (age 14–22)

Anxiety is Taking a Toll on Teens

Want to Raise Successful Daughters? 1 Crucial Life Skill They 
Need to Start Learning Young

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/research/final_coping_with_covid-19_fact_sheet_-_coronavirus_depression_and_social_media.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/research/final_coping_with_covid-19_fact_sheet_-_coronavirus_depression_and_social_media.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/research/final_coping_with_covid-19_fact_sheet_-_coronavirus_depression_and_social_media.pdf
https://www.kqed.org/mindshift/49454/anxiety-is-taking-a-toll-on-teens-their-families-and-schools
https://www.inc.com/betsy-mikel/want-to-raise-successful-girls-this-ted-talk-recommends-teaching-1-crucial-skill.html
https://www.inc.com/betsy-mikel/want-to-raise-successful-girls-this-ted-talk-recommends-teaching-1-crucial-skill.html

